Bilevel programs are optimization problems where some variables are solutions to optimization problems themselves, and they arise in a variety of control applications, including: control of vehicle traffic networks, inverse reinforcement learning and inverse optimization, and robust control for human-automation systems. This paper develops a dualitybased approach to solving bilevel programs where the lower level problem is convex. Our approach is to use partial dualization to construct a new dual function that is differentiable, unlike the Lagrangian dual that is only directionally differentiable. We use our dual to define a duality-based reformulation of bilevel programs, prove equivalence of our reformulation with the original bilevel program, and then introduce regularization to ensure constraint qualification holds. These technical results about our new dual and regularized duality-based reformulation are used to provide theoretical justification for an algorithm we construct for solving bilevel programs with a convex lower level, and we conclude by demonstrating the efficacy of our algorithm by solving two practical instances of bilevel programs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bilevel programs are optimization problems in which some variables are solutions to optimization problems themselves. Let x ∈ R n and y ∈ R m be vectors, and consider the following (optimistic) bilevel programming problem: where F, f are scalar-valued and G, g are vector-valued functions. (Equality constraints G(x) = 0 or g(x, y) = 0 are included by replacement with G(x) ≤ 0, G(x) ≥ 0 or g(x, y) ≤ 0, g(x, y) ≥ 0.) If we call x the upper-level decision variables and y the lower-level decision variables, then min{f (x, y) | g(x, y) ≤ 0} is the lower level problem. Optimization problems with the generic form given in BLP are found in a variety of control applications, including control of vehicle traffic networks [1] - [5] , inverse reinforcement learning and inverse optimization [6] - [9] , and robust control for human-automation systems [10] - [12] . A solution approach for BLP is to replace the lower level problem by some optimality conditions and then solve the reformulated problem. But existing algorithms [13] - [17] suffer from numerical issues [18] - [21] , and so the development of new algorithms to solve BLP is an important area for research.
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A. Existing Solution Approaches
One method [13] - [15] for solving BLP replaces the lower level problem with its KKT conditions, giving a mathematical program with equilibrium constraints (MPEC). The advantage of this approach is the reformulated problem can be solved using standard nonlinear optimization software. However, it uses complimentarity constraints, which implies a combinatorial nature to the reformulated optimization problem and leads to numerical difficulties [18] - [21] .
Another method [16] , [17] for solving BLP replaces the lower level problem by f (x, y) ≤ ϕ(x) and g(x, y) ≤ 0, where ϕ(x) = min y {f (x, y) | g(x, y) ≤ 0} is the value function. This introduces a non-differentiable constraint f (x, y)− ϕ(x) ≤ 0 (since the value function is not differentiable), and so numerical solution needs specialized algorithms that implicitly smooth the value function [22] . This precludes use of standard nonlinear optimization software.
B. Duality-Based Solution Approach
This paper develops a duality approach to solving bilevel programs with a convex lower level. The idea is to replace the lower level problem with f (x, y) ≤ h(λ, x), λ ≥ 0, and g(x, y) ≤ 0, where h(λ, x) is a dual function. Under conditions with zero duality gap, these constraints force y to be a minimizer of the lower level problem. We proposed a duality approach in a paper on inverse optimization with noisy data [6] , though the prior formulation is not differentiable because of the use of Lagrangian duals. This paper constructs an alternative dual that is differentiable. We also study constraint qualification, which was not previously considered in [6] .
Our reformulation of BLP is such that each term is differentiable, constraint qualification holds after regularization, and the regularization is consistent in the sense as the amount of regularization is decreased than the solution of the regularized problem approaches the solution of BLP. These features allow numerical solution of our reformulation (and BLP) using standard nonlinear optimization software. Most of this paper focuses on technical properties of the new dual function and of the reformulation of BLP using this dual, and these results are used to provide theoretical justification for the algorithm that we propose for solving BLP.
C. Outline
Section II provides preliminaries, including notation and our technical assumptions about BLP. Section III defines a new dual function whose maximizers are equivalent to those of the Lagrangian dual function. Our dual is differentiable, unlike the Lagrangian dual (which is only directionally differentiable). We use our dual to define a duality-based reformulation (DBP) of BLP in Section IV, and the equivalence of DBP and BLP is proved. Next, we consider constraint qualification and consistency of approximation of regularized versions of DBP. In Section V, we propose an algorithm for solving BLP and demonstrate its effectiveness by solving two instances of practical bilevel programs.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We define some notation and concepts from variational analysis [23] , and then we state our assumptions about BLP.
A. Notation
Let · be the 2 norm. We use ⊆,⊇ for subsets and supersets, respectively. All functions are extended real-valued, and the set C 2 contains all twice continuously differentiable functions. Let C be a set. Then int(C) is the interior of C, and the indicator function
These are used to define constraint qualification [24] . For a constraint set C = {g(x) ≤ 0}, let x ∈ C and let I = {i : g i (x) = 0} be the indices of active constraints. This C satisfies linear independence constraint qualification (LICQ) at x if all choices of v i ∈ ∂g i (x), for all i ∈ I, are linearly independent. This C satisfies Mangasarian-Fromovitz constraint qualification (MFCQ) at x if there is a d such that for all choices of v i ∈ ∂g i (x), for all i ∈ I, we have v T i d < 0.
B. Technical Results
Our first result generalizes the boundedness theorem to set-valued mappings. Because of the technical peculiarities of continuity for set-valued mappings, we require additional assumptions beyond continuity.
Lemma 1: Let X be a compact set, and consider a setvalued mapping S(x) that is convex-valued, continuous, and bounded for each x ∈ X. Then S(X) is bounded.
Proof: Suppose S(X) is not bounded. Then there exist sequences x ν ∈ X and s ν ∈ S(x ν ) such that s ν → ∞. Since X is compact, there is some convergent subsequence by the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem; and so by extracting this subsequence we can assume x ν → x for some x ∈ X. Now consider the sequence s ν / s ν ; note the norm of each term is 1. Hence there is some convergent subsequence, and so by extracting this subsequence we can assume s ν / s ν → w for some w = 0. Next choose any t ∈ S(x), and note that by continuity of S there exists t ν ∈ S(x ν ) such that t ν → t. For any τ ≥ 0, there is a ν large enough such that τ / s ν < 1. But S is convex-valued, meaning (1−τ / s ν )· t ν +τ / s ν ·s ν ∈ S(x ν ) for ν large enough. Taking the limit, we have t+τ w ∈ S(x). This is a contradiction since: w = 0, τ ≥ 0 is arbitrary, and S is bounded at x ∈ X. Thus, we have shown by contradiction that S(X) is bounded.
C. Assumptions
For the lower level problem of BLP, we define its value function ϕ(x) = min y {f (x, y) | g(x, y) ≤ 0}, solution set s(x) = arg min y {f (x, y) | g(x, y) ≤ 0}, and feasible set
We also make some assumptions about BLP. Not all assumptions are used in every result, but we list all of them here for conciseness. Let X = {x : G(x) ≤ 0}. Our first set of assumptions relate to the lower level problem of BLP.
A1. The functions f (x, y), g(x, y) are convex in y (for fixed x) and satisfy f, g ∈ C 2 .
A2. There exists a compact, convex set Y such that {y :
R1.
For each x ∈ X, there exists y such that g(x, y) < 0.
The above ensure the lower level problem and its Lagrange dual problem are solvable, meaning the minimum (maximum, respectively) is attained and the set of optimal solutions is nonempty and compact. The pointwise R1 ensures BLP has a solution under the additional assumptions below.
Our next assumptions concern BLP, and they ensure smoothness in the objective function of BLP and regularity in the constraints G(x) ≤ 0. These conditions, when combined with the previous conditions, ensure BLP has a solution.
A3. The functions F (x, y), G(x) are twice continuously differentiable; or equivalently that F, G ∈ C 2 .
R2. The set X is compact and nonempty, and G(x) satisfies MFCQ for each x ∈ X.
III. CONSTRAINED LAGRANGIAN DUAL FUNCTION
The numerical issue with the Lagrangian dual function (LDF) is that it is generally nondifferentiable in λ.
Example 1: The example of linear programming is clas-
For λ 0 such that A T λ 0 = −c and λ 0 ≥ 0, this LDF is directionally differentiable in directions d such that A T d = 0 and λ 0 + td ≥ 0 for t > 0 small enough. However, this LDF is not differentiable because it is discontinuous in directions d such that A T d = 0 or λ 0 + td 0 for any t > 0.
The nondifferentiability of the LDF limits its utility in reformulating bilevel programs because in general closedform expressions for the domain of the LDF are not available. In this section, we construct an alternative dual function that is designed to be differentiable while retaining the saddle point and strong duality properties of the LDF.
A. Definition and Solution Properties
Our approach is to perform a partial dualization. Define the Constrained Lagrangian Dual Function (CDF) to be
The difference as compared to the (classical) LDF is the domain of minimization of the Lagrangian L(x, y, λ) = f (x, y) + λ T g(x, y). The LDF is the infimum of the Lagrangian over R m , while the CDF is the minimum of the Lagrangian over a compact, convex set Y that contains {y : ∃x ∈ X s.t. g(x, y) ≤ 0} strictly within its interior.
An important feature of the CDF is it maintains the strong duality of the LDF, and its solutions are a saddle point to the Lagrangian L(x, y, λ). Our first result establishes an equivalence between solutions of the CDF and LDF.
Theorem 1: Suppose A1, A2 and R1 hold. Then
Since s(x) is compact and nonempty by Example 1.11 of [23] , let y * ∈ s(x). Theorem 11.50 and Corollary 11.51 of [23] give:
Next associate a generalized Lagrangian to the optimization problem min y∈Y {f (x, y) | g(x, y) ≤ 0}. From Example 11.46 of [23] , its generalized Lagrangian is (
. Thus, we can apply Theorem 11.50 and Corollary 11.51 of [23] , which gives:
. Theorem 11.50 and Corollary 11.51 of [23] give:
Applying Theorem 11.50 and Corollary 11.51 of [23] 
Since we have shown both set inclusions, this implies equality and hence the second result.
This result is nontrivial because a slight (and subtle) relaxation of the hypothesis causes the result to become untrue. Suppose we replace A2 with an assumption on the existence of a compact, convex set
The following example provides one situation where this superset is proper, and this emphasizes the importance of A2.
Thus
Because the CDF is constructed to have the same solutions as the LDF, the CDF enjoys the same strong duality and saddle point properties of the LDF.
Theorem 11.50 and Corollary 11.51 of [23] give min y {f (x, y) | g(x, y) ≤ 0} = max λ {h(λ, x) | λ ≥ 0} = l(x, y * , λ * ) and l(x, y * , λ) ≤ l(x, y * , λ * ) ≤ l(x, y, λ * ) for all y ∈ R m and λ ≥ 0, where l(x, y, λ) is the generalized Lagrangian in the proof of Theorem 1. But L(x, y, λ) = l(x, y, λ) when λ ≥ 0.
A2 is again crucial, and the result does not hold if it is relaxed using the set Z defined above. The saddle point result (i.e., the second part of the corollary) fails for L. (However, a saddle point result holds for the generalized Lagrangian (x, y, λ) defined in the proof of Theorem 1.) The following continuation of the previous example shows this.
Thus, the solution provided by h(λ, x) gives L(x, y, λ * ) = −1 ≥ L(x, y * , λ * ) = −1 ≥ L(x, y * , λ) = −1 − 2λ 2 for all y ∈ R m and λ ≥ 0, which matches Corollary 1.
B. Differentiability
The distinguishing property of the CDF is that it is differentiable, while the LDF is only directionally differentiable (see Example 1). The differentiability occurs because the CDF is defined as a minimization over a compact set that is independent of λ, x. In particular, if we define σ(λ, x) = arg min y {f (x, y) + λ T g(x, y) | y ∈ Y }, then we can state the differentiability of the CDF.
Theorem 2: Suppose A1, A2 and R1 hold. If (λ, x) is such that σ(λ, x) is singleton; then the CDF is differentiable at (λ, x), and its gradient is given by
where we have that {y} = σ(λ, x).
Proof: This follows from Theorem 4.13 and Remark 4.14 of [25] .
Though determining if σ(λ, x) is singleton can be difficult, a simple-to-check condition ensures this is always the case:
Corollary 2: Suppose A1, A2 and R1 hold. If λ ≥ 0 and f (x, y) is strictly convex in y for every x ∈ X; then the CDF is differentiable at (λ, x), and its gradient is given in (4), where we have that {y} = σ(λ, x).
Proof: Since λ ≥ 0, f (x, y) + λ T g(x, y) is strictly convex in y for every x ∈ X (see for instance Exercise 2.18 in [23] ). Example 1.11 and Theorem 2.6 of [23] imply σ(λ, x) is singleton. We can then apply Theorem 2.
For the case where f (x, y) is not strictly convex, we can define a regularized CDF that is guaranteed to be differentiable. In particular, we define the regularized constrained Lagrangian dual function (RDF) to be
where µ ≥ 0. We can interpret this as the CDF for an optimization problem where the objective has been changed to µ y 2 + f (x, y). The benefit of adding the µ y 2 term is it makes the objective of the optimization problem defining h µ (λ, x) strictly convex, and therefore ensures the RDF is differentiable as long as µ > 0. More formally, if σ µ (λ, x) = arg min y {µ y 2 + f (x, y) + λ T g(x, y) | y ∈ Y }, then:
Corollary 3: Suppose A1, A2 and R1 hold. If λ ≥ 0 and µ > 0; then the RDF is differentiable at (λ, x), and its gradient is given by
where we have that {y} = σ µ (λ, x). Proof: Since y 2 is strictly convex and f (x, y) is convex, µ y 2 + f (x, y) is strictly convex in y for every x ∈ X (Exercise 2.18 in [23] ). So Corollary 2 applies.
More generally, both the CDF and RDF have a strong type of regularity because of their construction. This regularity will be useful for proving subsequent results.
Proposition 1: Suppose A1, A2 and R1 hold. Then for µ ≥ 0, we have [−h] µ (λ, x) is locally Lipschitz continuous; and its subgradient is nonempty, compact, and given by
where we have that σ µ (λ, x) = arg min y {µ [23] , [26] ). This implies local Lipschitz continuity [23] , [26] . Theorem 9.13 of [23] gives nonemptiness and compactness of the subgradient, and the formula (7) is due to Theorem 2.1 of [27] .
C. Convergence Properties
An important aspect of the RDF is it epi-converges to the CDF as µ → 0. Note this convergence does not require σ(λ, x) to be singleton, and hence applies even when f (x, y) is not strictly convex in y for every x ∈ X. Also, note the epi-convergence result applies to −h(λ, µ) and −h µ (λ, µ) since we are typically concerned with maximizing the dual. Proof: The Berge maximum theorem [28] implies h(λ, x) and h µ (λ, x) are continuous (for each fixed µ > 0). Second, note Proposition 7.4.c of [23] gives that for fixed λ, x we have e-lim µ→0 µ y 2 
IV. DUALITY-BASED REFORMULATION
It will be more convenient to work with the approximate bilevel programming problem, which is defined as
(Equivalently, we have that y is an -solution in the sense of [29] , [30] .) This problem is equivalent to BLP when = 0. We first define our duality-based reformulation of BLP( ), and then show its equivalence to the approximate bilevel program. Next we study constraint qualification of our reformulation and provide conditions that ensure MFCQ holds. Since the duality-based reformulation has regularization, we conclude by providing sufficient conditions that ensure convergence of solutions to the regularized duality-based reformulation to solutions of the limiting problem.
A. Definition
Our duality-based reformulation of BLP( ) using RDF is
where the feasible set of DBP( , µ) is given by
One useful property of the reformulation DBP( , µ) is that it is convex when x is fixed, and a proof of a less general version of this result is found in Proposition 6 of [6] . The next result shows that upper-bounding the objective by the RDF, which is done in the feasible set of DBP( , µ), is an optimality condition for the lower level problem. Our next result is on the equivalence of solutions to BLP( ) and DBP( , 0). A similar result was shown in [31] for the KKT reformulation, but we cannot apply their results to our setting because feasible λ for DBP( , 0) are not necessarily Lagrange multipliers when > 0. The issue of equivalence between local minimizers of BLP( ) and DBP( , 0) is more complex. The KKT reformulation generally lacks such an equivalence [31] , and [31] argues that assuming LICQ for the lower level problem provides equivalence of local minimizers since this ensures uniqueness (and hence continuity) of the Largrange multipliers [32] . However, results for the KKT reformulation [31] cannot be applied to our setting because feasible λ for DBP( , 0) are not necessarily Lagrange multipliers. The second case is when = 0 and LICQ holds. Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 imply Φ 0,0 (x) consists of saddle points to the Lagrangian L, and hence satisfy the KKT conditions (see Corollary 11.51 of [23] ) because of the constraint qualification in R1. So there is a unique λ (x) that makes (x , y , λ (x)) feasible for DBP( , 0) [32] . By Corollary 1 we have λ (x) ∈ arg max λ h 0 (λ, x), and so λ (x) is a continuous function since it is single-valued [32] and osc by the Berge maximum theorem [28] . Hence there exists λ ν → λ (x) with (x ν , y ν , λ ν ) feasible for DBP( , 0). This implies (x , y , λ ) is not a local minimum of DBP( , 0).
B. Constraint Qualification
One difficulty with solving bilevel programs is reformulations do not satisfy constraint qualification [17] , [20] , [33] . The issue is not that the feasible region of a bilevel program usually has no interior, but rather that an inequality representing optimality must fundamentally violate constraint qualification since we can interpret constraint qualification as stating the constraints have no local optima [34] . However, one benefit of our regularization is it leads to constraint qualification of the regularized problem DBP( , µ).
Theorem 3: Suppose A1-A3 and R1, R2 hold. If > 0, then MFCQ holds for DBP( , µ).
Proof: Consider any (x, y, λ) feasible for DBP( , µ). Note some subset of the constraints g(x, y) ≤ , G(x) ≤ 0, and λ ≥ 0 may be active, and label the indices of the active constraints by I, J, K. Slater's condition holds for g(x, y) ≤ by R1, MFCQ holds for G(x) ≤ 0 by R2, and Slater's condition holds for −λ ≤ 0 since it clearly has an interior. Since Slater's condition is equivalent to MFCQ for convex sets [23] , there exists d x , d y , d λ such that
Next, we consider two sub-cases. The first sub-case has f (x, y) − h µ (λ, x) < , which means this constraint cannot be active. Note we can choose γ > 0 small enough to ensure γ∇ x G i (x) T d x < 0 and γ∇ x g j (x, y) T d x + ∇ y g j (x, y) T d y < 0 for i ∈ I and j ∈ J, since by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we have γ∇
Thus, MFCQ holds in this sub-case. In the second sub-case, f (x, y)−h µ (λ, x) = . Let y * ∈ arg min{f (x, y) | g(x, y) ≤ 0} and λ * ∈ arg max{h(λ, x) | λ ≥ 0}, and note
where existence and boundedness of the subgradient comes from Proposition 1. Observe that f (x, y)−h µ (λ, x) is convex in y, λ, and by its convexity we have ∇ y f (x, y) T (y * − y)
Since the subgradient of [−h] µ is bounded, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we can choose γ > 0 small enough to en-
C. Consistency of Approximation
We show the regularized problems DBP( , µ) are consistent approximations [34] , [35] of the limiting problem DBP( , 0) under appropriate conditions. Our first result concerns convergence of the constraint sets C( , µ), which leads as a corollary to convergence of optimizers of the regularized problems to optimizers of the limiting problem.
Proposition 6: Suppose A1-A3 and R1 hold. Then for any ≥ 0 we have that lim ↓ ,µ↓0 C( , µ) = C( , 0), and C( 1 , µ 1 ) ⊇ C( 2 , µ 2 ) whenever 1 ≥ 2 and µ 1 ≥ µ 2 .
Proof: For any (x, y, λ) ∈ C( 2 , µ 2 ), we have: G(x) ≤ 0, f (x, y) − h µ2 (λ, x) ≤ 2 , g(x, y) ≤ 2 , and λ ≥ 0. Proposition 2 shows [−h] µ (λ, x) is strictly decreasing in µ,
Similarly, g(x, y) ≤ 1 ≤ 2 . This shows (x, y, λ) ∈ Algorithm 1 DBP Based Algorithm for Solving BLP Require: x 0 ∈ X; 0 > 0; µ 0 ≥ 0; γ, ζ ∈ (0, 1); K ∈ Z + 1: for k = 1, . . . , K − 1 do 2:
solve min y {f (x k , y) | g(x k , y) ≤ 0} using a convex optimization algorithm that provides a primal solution y k and the corresponding dual solution λ k 3:
solve DBP( k , µ k ) using a nonlinear optimization algorithm with the derivatives of RDF as in (6) , and with initial (feasible) point (x k , y k , λ k ); set x k+1 to be the computed minimizer in the x variable 4: set ( k+1 , µ k+1 ) ← (γ · k , ζ · µ k ) 5: end for 6: return x K C( 1 , µ 1 ), which proves C( 1 , µ 1 ) ⊇ C( 2 , µ 2 ) whenever 1 ≥ 2 and µ 1 ≥ µ 2 . But C( , µ) is closed since f, g, G are differentiable by A1,A3; and h µ is continuous by Proposition 1. So the result follows by Exercise 4.3.b of [23] .
Corollary 4: Suppose A1-A3 and R1,R2 hold. If we have that ↓ , µ ↓ 0, z ↓ 0, then lim sup ↓ ,µ↓0,z↓0 z-arg min DBP( , µ) ⊆ arg min DBP( , 0), (9) and z-min DBP( , µ) → min DBP( , 0).
Proof:
is closed since: f, g, G are differentiable by A1,A3; and h µ is continuous by Proposition 1. By Proposition 6 we have C( 1 , µ 1 ) ⊇ C( 2 , µ 2 ) when 1 ≥ 2 and µ 1 ≥ µ 2 , and so f 1,µ1 ≤ f 2,µ2 for 1 ≥ 2 and µ 1 ≥ 
V. NUMERICAL ALGORITHM AND EXAMPLES
Previous sections provide theoretical justification for our Algorithm 1, which uses DBP to solve BLP. We conclude with two examples that demonstrate its effectiveness in solving practical problems. The SNOPT solver [37] was used for numerical optimization. The first is a problem of inverse optimization with noisy data [6] - [8] , and the second involves computing a Stackelberg strategy for routing games [1]- [5] . 
A. Inverse Optimization with Noisy Data
Suppose an agent decides y i in response to a signal u i by maximizing a utility function U (y, u, θ 0 ), where θ 0 is a vector of parameters. Statistically consistent estimation of θ 0 given (u i , z i ) for i = 1, . . . , n data points, where z i are noisy measurements of y i , requires solving BLP [6] . Heuristics using convex optimization (like [7] , [8] ) are inconsistent [6] .
If U (y, u, x) = −(x + u)y with x, y, u ∈ R, then the bilevel program for statistical estimation is
The reformulation DBP( , µ) for this instance is given by
where λ i ∈ R 2 , and the RDF is h µ (λ i , x) = min y {µ · y 2 + (x + u i ) · y + λ i,1 · (−y − 1) + λ i,2 · (y − 1) | y ∈ [−2, 2]}. Two hundred instances of (10) with n = 100 were solved, where (a) u i and θ 0 were drawn from a uniform distribution over [−1, 1], and (b) z i = ξ i + w i with ξ i ∈ arg min y {(θ 0 + u i )y | y ∈ [−1, 1]} and w i drawn from a standard normal. Each instance was solved by Algorithm 1, where: x 0 was drawn from a uniform distribution over [−1, 1], 0 = 1, µ 0 = 10 −4 , γ = 0.1, ζ = 1, and K = 3. We useθ to refer to the value returned by Algorithm 1, to emphasize that the returned value is an estimate of θ 0 . Fig. 1 has scatter plots of the 200 solved instances; it shows (left) the initial (randomly chosen) x 0 are uncorrelated to the true θ 0 , and (right) the estimateŝ θ computed using our algorithm are close to the true θ 0 .
B. Stackelberg Routing Games
A common class of routing games consists of a directed graph with multiple edges between vertices, convex delay functions for each edge, and a listing of inflows and outflows of traffic [1] - [5] . The Stackelberg strategy is a situation where a leader controls an α fraction of the flow, the remaining flow is routed according to a Nash equilibrium given the flow of the leader, and the leader routes their flow to minimize the average delay in the network. This problem is a bilevel program with a convex lower level.
An example of a two edge network in this Stackelberg setting is shown below:
The Stackelberg strategy for this two edge network is the solution to min
x,y 
where λ ∈ R 2 , ν ∈ R, and the RDF is h µ (λ, ν, x) = min y {µ· y 2 +x 1 +y 1 −(1−φ)·log(1−x 2 −y 2 )−λ 1 ·y 1 − λ 2 · y 2 + ν · (y 1 + y 2 − (1 − α) · φ) | y ∈ [−1, 2]}. Different instances (corresponding to different values of α, φ) were solved by Algorithm 1, where: 0 = 1, µ 0 = 10 −4 , γ = 0.1, ζ = 1, and K = 3. The initial point provided to the algorithm was the SCALE strategy [1] , [2] , [5] , which corresponds to computing x ∈ arg min x {x 1 + (1 − φ) · (x 2 )/(1 − x 2 ) | x 1 + x 2 = φ, x ≥ 0} and then choosing αx as the initial point. Solution quality is evaluated by the price of anarchy (PoA) [38] , which is the average delay of a solution divided by the average delay when α = 1. The objective in (12) gives the average delay. A PoA close to 1 is ideal because it implies the delay of the strategy is close to the delay when the leader controls the entire flow, while a large PoA means the average delay of the strategy is much higher than when the leader controls the entire flow. The results in Fig. 2 show that our duality-based approach (initialized with SCALE) significantly improves the quality of the Stackelberg strategy.
VI. CONCLUSION
We used a new (differentiable) dual function to construct a duality-based reformulation of bilevel programs with a convex lower level, and this reformulation uses regularization to ensure constraint qualification and differentiability. We proved results about the properties of this reformulation as justification for a new algorithm to solve bilevel programs, and then we displayed the effectiveness of our algorithm by solving two practical instances of bilevel programming.
